AN ALTERNATIVE ENDING
Gail and Link find out where Shelter lives, and decide to go to visit him.
While Gail leaves Link to make a phone call, Shelter invites him into his house and offers him
something to drink and to eat. Finished the meal Shelter says to him: << I have to go to bring
something in the cellar; wait in the kitchen, I'll be back in two minutes>>.
But Link, suspicious ,follows him downstairs. Arrived in the cellar, Shelter unaware that Link
is following him, enters in the room in front of the stairs. Meanwhile, Link goes downstairs
and looks through a door slightly open that Shelter is rummaging in a drawer, and at the same
time hears a metallic noise coming from the other room.
So he opens the door and discovers his homeless friends chained, gagged and full of bruises.
But before he could escape and call the police, Shelter points a gun to his head, and says:<<
come with me without saying a word!>>.
Before he can say more and shoot him they hear someone that breaks down the door and
shouts: << S.I.S! Mr. Shelter come out with the hands up>.>
Stealthily Shelter goes up the stairs and tries to shot her; but he fails and starts to escape
through the garden, but she follows him. Then he decides to enter in his shed and tries to
barricade himself. Meanwhile Gail arrives in front of the shed and to enter in this build shoots
the lock and starts to search the fugitive.
As soon as she exceeds the shelf, Shelter punches her and “takes life” a struggle. Gail disarms
him with a kick ,throws him to the ground and says him: << don't move otherwise I'll be
obliged to shoot you>>. But he, regardless, tries to bring his gun so she is forced to kill him.
At the same time arrives Link and asks her informations about who she really is. She tells him
that she wasn't a homeless but an agent of the S.I.S, and that she was working since 6 months
undercover to investigate about the mysterious disappearances that were happening in that
area. She continues saying that also thank of his help she exceeded to identify the real guilty,
so she offers him money and a place where live.
But Link, disappointed to have been used ( and also because he fell in love with her) decides
not to accept the offer and goes away...

